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Abstract

Nowadays, buildings or production facilities are designed using specialized design software and building information modeling tools help to

evaluate the resulting virtual mock-up. However, with current, primarily desktop based tools it is hard to evaluate human factors of such a design,

for instance spatial constraints for workforces. This paper presents a new tool for factory planning and evaluation based on virtual reality that

allows designers, planning experts, and workforces to walk naturally and freely within a virtual factory. Therefore, designs can be checked as if

they were real before anything is built.
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1. Introduction

Since years, buildings, production lines, and production fa-

cilities are planned and designed using dedicated software,

like Computer-Aided Design (CAD), Computer-Aided Archi-

tectural Design (CAAD), or Building Information Modeling

(BIM). While these systems offer good support for architects

and engineers to plan and design installations, they are less

suited to address and evaluate human factors in design. Such

human factors are for instance the perception of sizes and dis-

tances, level of comfort, but also spatial constraints at a work-

place, which could be naturally experienced in its dimensions

by the possibility of real walking. However, in particular dis-

tances and walking times are hard to evaluate with monitor-

based systems, and thus also virtual reality (VR) systems are

employed. In such systems, the user is immersed in computer-

generated environments and can see objects in real size.

However, the perception of sizes and distances is limited by

the fact that navigation is still done using mouse and joystick.

It was shown by Usoh et al. [1] that such a navigation does

not address the natural human perception of real walking. Real

walking allows a natural navigation [2] together with better ori-

entation [3] in virtual environments. In general, real walking

is superior to other navigation metaphors such as mouse or

other gestural walking (e.g. walking-in-place [4] or stepping-

in-place) [1]. Virtual environments with real walking capabili-

ties are superior to any other ways of representation because of

the following reasons:

• They allow an immersive experience at a very early plan-

ning stage without the effort of building a physical mock-

up. Thus, it is possible to make multiple iteration steps in

the development process without extending the develop-

ment time and to reduce the costs significantly, see [5].

• Since walking is the most intuitive tool for navigating in

virtual environments, also non-experts - which are in most

cases the later users of the product - can be integrated in

the development process.

• Virtual Reality easily allows the evaluation of human fac-

tors in new designs, such as walking distances, space re-

quirements of workers, but also e.g. an early evaluation of

human manufacturing and assembly tasks using an MTM

method (methods-time measurement).

• Manual operation processes in industry frequently require

also walking of a worker, e.g. in a Chaku-Chaku setup [6],

where the user is transporting the product or other objects.

• Finally, immersive environments can be used for training

purposes prior to the finalization of the real installation.

Real walking becomes problematic when the virtual envi-

ronment is larger than the physical space, e.g. for complete

shop floors. To overcome this problem, mechanical locomo-

tion devices such as e.g. the Torus Treadmill [7] or the omni-

directional treadmill [8] were developed. These locomotion de-
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vices allow walking over large distances in the virtual environ-

ment, but keep the user in a small space within the real world.

However, such devices are costly, allow only a single-user ex-

perience, and still do not provide a fully realistic sensation.

Thus, recent research is based on so-called Redirected Walk-

ing [9], which “compresses” large virtual environments into a

smaller physical room by applying a subtle redirection to the

user. These systems allow real walking without any additional

mechanical interfaces and thus offer the highest possible im-

mersion. Since this approach becomes increasingly mature,

the goal is now to apply it to real industrial use cases, such

as training or emergency scenarios, in which the perception of

distances plays an important rule. This system allows natural

and free walking inside a virtual factory even when the physi-

cal room, where a user is actually located, is smaller than the

virtual factory. This spatial compression is based on redirected

walking, a technique that allows free walking in large virtual

environments without using locomotion hardware like tread-

mills. Since even large virtual environments could be experi-

enced by redirected walking in a limited physical space, redi-

rected walking should be applied now for factory planning and

optimization of factories. However, this imposes the reserach

question which redirection algorithms could be applied for this

application case and how the controller needs to be modified to

exclude non-suitable redirection techniques.

Therefore, the paper’s main contribution is to apply this new

system to factory planning and evaluation, based on VR that al-

lows designers, planning experts, and other work-forces to walk

naturally and freely within a virtual factory. The paper shows

the first application of redirected walking to a real problem in

production industries. Real walking and experiencing the vir-

tual environment from an egocentric perspective is in particular

important for evaluating the user behavior e.g. for MTM, which

currently can not cope with real walking. This paper shows how

redirected walking can be optimized for free walking in virtual

factories. The resulting system allows improving and checking

models very early in the design process – before anything is

built – and thus avoids costly redesigns at a later stage.

The paper first introduces the field of Redirected Walking

(RDW). After showing a typical system for unlimited walking

in virtual environments, it describes which RDW algorithms

can be used for an application in factory planning and evalu-

ation. The remainder of the paper describes the currently avail-

able interaction capabilites of the system. Finally, the paper

concludes with an outlook on future work.

2. Background

2.1. Redirected walking

Technically, enabling a user to really walk inside arbitrary

virtual environments – including virtual factories – is best real-

ized by letting the user walk in a physical/real room. A tracking

system can be used to track the user’s viewpoint in real time and

render the virtual environment from that perspective. Typcially,

the rendered scene is shown to the user using a head mounted

display (HMD). The HMD blocks the user’s sight on the real

room and just lets him see the virtual environment.

However, this approach has the disadvantage that the size

of the real room (or the tracked space) limits the size of the

virtual environment that can be walked through. In order to

avoid costly or unnatural mechanical locomotion interfaces and

still be able to walk freely in arbitrary virtual environments,

Razzaque et al. [9] proposed RDW. This is a method that uses

a set of techniques to guide a user on a different path in the

real room than what he is walking in the virtual environment.

Primarily, RDW manipulates the visual output presented on the

HMD. For instance, by slowly rotating the virtual environment

about he user while he is walking along a straight path. If this

rotation is below the human threshold for sensing orientation or

movement with non-visual cues, the user will not notice the

rotation and walk on an arc in the real room. I.e. the user

gets redirected. The fundamental psychological foundation for

RDW is that vision generally dominates other modalities (e.g.

proprioceptive senses) of perception [10,11].

(a) Virtual environment (b) Real room

Fig. 1. Working principle of redirected walking. The dashed blue line indicates

a user’s path. The user believes that he is following the straight path in the

VE (a). However, because the VE is continuously and imperceptibly rotated

clockwise about the user, he actually walks on an arc in the real room (b).

This working principle is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, the user

walks along a straight corridor in the virtual environment. As

the scene is slowly rotated clockwise around he user, he actually

follows a circular path in the real room. I.e. visual dominance

over proprioceptive senses causes the user to compensate his

real walking path without noticing. This example also shows

how RDW can be used to explore a virtual environment that is

longer than the longest straight line fitting into the real room.

2.2. Redirection techniques and control

Different redirection techniques were proposed so far. For

instance, the redirection technique that is used in Fig. 1 is re-

ferred to as curvature gain because it makes users walking on a

curved path in the real room, while walking on a straight line

in the virtual environment. For these sorts of redirection tech-

niques it is important to know the gains. The gain is essentially

the strength parameter of a redirection technique and given as

the maximum applicable redirection without the user noticing

the manipulation. Common redirection methods are:

• Curvature gain: rotation that can be added when a user is

walking on a straight line, see [9,12,13].

• Rotation gain: scaling of the user’s rotational movements

like head turns or full body turns, see [9,12].

• Translation gain: scaling of the user’s translational move-

ment. I.e. the user’s speed in the virtual environment is

increased or decreased, see [12,14].

• Architectural illusions and change blindness: tricking the

user’s spatial memory or perception by using specialized
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virtual environments or modifications thereof. E.g. with

self-overlapping geometries, see [15,16].

• Reset techniques: sometimes using the above redirection

techniques is not sufficient to make sure that a user is kept

within the boundaries of the real room. In this case reset

techniques are applied. They essentially stop a user and

instruct him to perform some activity so that he can be

reoriented or repositioned, see [17–19]. Resets are not im-

perceptible in contrast to the above redirection techniques.

This list only gives a brief and incomplete overview. For a

complete summary see Suma et al. [20] who proposed a taxon-

omy of redirection techniques. The taxonomy distinguishes be-

tween subtle and overt redirection techniques, continuous and

discrete techniques, and techniques which reorient or reposi-

tion a user. However, not all of them are applicable for indus-

trial applications or factory planning. Hence, this paper shows

how and which redirection techniques are suitable. Architec-

tural illusions for example would behave like teleporting por-

tals. Since this would result in wrong time measures for bridg-

ing a distance by walking, they cannot be used here.

Besides using natural walking for navigation, there are also

various metaphors that allow traveling over large distances

without walking. Such metaphors could be based on classic

navigation using interaction devices [21], use some sort of tele-

portation metaphor [22], or travel metaphors built right into the

environment like escalators for going upstairs.

Redirection techniques are not sufficient to allow for free

walking in large virtual environments. A so-called steering al-

gorithm or RDW controller is needed to decide which redirec-

tion technique can be applied and with what parameters. For

instance, in Fig. 1 an RDW controller has to determine that a

curvature gain must be applied to redirect the user clockwise

in the real room. So-called steer-to-target RDW controllers are

simple heuristic controllers that continuously redirect a user to-

wards a fixed point in the real room or on an orbit, see [23,24].

These controllers are limited to a subset of redirection tech-

niques. In contrast, planning RDW controllers as in [19,25] use

path prediction and a model of the virtual environment to de-

termine the optimal redirection. Furthermore, these controllers

are capable of combining several redirection techniques.

2.3. VR for factory planning

Buildings, factories, or complete production facilities are

planned and designed digitally nowadays. A multitude of com-

mercial CAD and CAAD software is available for that purpose.

To further augment the models with context information, BIM

software and standards, e.g. [26], are used. In other words,

factory planning is already done “virtually”but still lacks im-

mersion. Immersive VR means that the user/planning expert

is fully integrated in the virtual factory (and feels physically

present in it). Wiendahl et al. [27] have shown that immersive

VR is an important tool for co-operative factory planning, espe-

cially when the viewpoint of different planning expert gets vi-

sualized. For instance, a logistics expert might want to explore

and evaluate a factory model but is not a CAD expert himself.

Immersive VR and RDW allows him to get into the model in

the most natural way possible.

Mujber et al. [28] summarized the state of VR for manufac-

turing process simulation and its advantages. They determined

that fully immersive VR is highly useful for planning and de-

signing in industry. However, the costs of such an immersive

VR system were very high and thus the systems could not be

applied to real business processes. The VR system presented in

this paper based on RDW (and recent consumer level HMDs),

reduces these costs significantly.

3. Virtual reality system for real walking

3.1. Hardware

Inaccurate tracking, low refresh/update rate, high latency, jit-

ter, etc. can quickly cause simulator sickness and render the VR

system useless. Hence, it is crucial that the tracking system has

a low latency (ideally below 10 ms), high update rate (ideally

at least 100 Hz) and high precision (less than 5 mm RMS and

2 degrees RMS (random mean square)). Absolute accuracy is

less important as the user will not notice that anyway. Similarly,

the HMD should have a low latency, high refresh rate and a low

persistence screen. Finally, the notebook should be equipped

with a high performance graphics card to reduce the rendering

delay and increase the rendering quality.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. VR system composed of a HMD, tracking system, backpack, and a

notebook. (a) A user walking through a virtual factory. (b) Standing user using

a gamepad for interacting with the virtual environment.

The fully wearable VR system for really walking in virtual

environments is shown in Fig. 2. The system is composed of an

Oculus 1 DK2 HMD (960x1080 resolution per eye) and a back-

1https://www.oculus.com/
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pack to carry a notebook. In order to track the user’s viewpoint

in the real room, an Intersense IS-1200 6 degrees-of-freedom

tracking system [29] (180 Hz update rate, 6 ms latency) is at-

tached to the HMD. The notebook processes the tracking data

from the tracking device and renders the scene. Furthermore, it

powers all hardware components. Hence, the whole VR system

is wireless allowing the user to walk freely in the real room.

The size of the used tracking space is about 12 m by 6 m.

3.2. Software

The software of the VR system processes tracking data, runs

an RDW controller, applies redirection, and forwards this data

to a rendering engine. For this paper, the Unity3D 2 game en-

gine is used. Fig. 3 shows the resulting data flow. As for the

hardware it is crucial that the data processing pipeline adds very

little latency to the whole system. In the current configuration,

the latency of the whole software between the tracking system

and the rendering engine is around 1 ms. The latency of the

rendering engine heavily depends on the scene complexity.

tracking
system

sensor data
processing

RDW
controller

rendering
engine

Fig. 3. Data flow for the VR system.

4. Redirected walking for walking in virtual factories

In Section 2.2 different redirection techniques were intro-

duced. While these techniques have all been used and stud-

ied before, not all of them are applicable to factory planning

and evaluation. In fact, depending on the application, cer-

tain redirection techniques might not be desired. For instance,

architectural illusions introduce changes (permanent and non-

permanent) to the virtual environment and some trick the user’s

spatial cognition about the structure of the virtual environment.

For factory planning and evaluation this is not desired. The vir-

tual factory should be experienced like the real factory without

changes in the design just for the purpose of redirection.

A related problem arises when translation gains are used. I.e.

the user moves faster (or slower) in the virtual factory than in

the real room. While this could be useful to quickly traverse a

large area, it reduces (or increases) the real time it takes to walk

from a location A to another location B. Hence, for training ap-

plications or for MTM where exact measurements are required,

translational gains cannot be used.

Curvature gains and rotation gains are the most generic redi-

rection techniques and typically do not influence the time for

traveling in the virtual factory. In some cases rotation gains

might be undesired however. E.g when a more or less station-

ary user is training at a virtual assembly station and often has

to turn around for fetching parts. This would cause redirec-

tions forcing the user to make more physical turns. Thus, time

measurement for performance analysis of a design would be in-

accurate. In general however redirections from rotation gains

will have very little effect on time measurements.

2http://unity3d.com/

Especially when the real room is small, the subtle redirec-

tion techniques above will not be sufficient to always keep the

user within the boundaries of the real room. In these cases, re-

sets are required. A reset stops a user when he comes too close

to the boundary and asks him to make a full turn about himself

(as in [19]). During this full turn a rotation gain is applied that

redirects him. Of course resets disturb the user and take time

to perform. However, for time measurements or performance

evaluations their effect can simply be subtracted from the mea-

surements because resets have a well defined start and end.

An overview of the applicability of different redirection

techniques is given in Fig. 4. In contrast to the taxonomy in

[20], for factory planning important criteria are: if a technique

is altering the scene/model, if it distorts real time measurements

and for resets how disturbing and how fast they can be per-

formed.

redirection

techniques

curvature

gain (++)

rotation

gain (+)

translation

gain (0)

architectural

illusions (-)

resets

(++)

other navigationo

metaphors

Fig. 4. Applicability of redirection techniques to factory planning. (++) or (+)

mean highly or well applicable, (0) means applicability depends on task, (-) not

applicable. ’Other navigation metaphors’ are presented in Section 5.

5. Navigation methods in virtual factories

For virtual factory walk-throughs – e.g. in contrast to private

houses – often large distances have to be covered. Factories or

production facilities often reach lengths of several hundreds of

meters or more. Hence, pure walking is not feasible for quickly

checking out a few “hot spots” in the model or for a virtual

planning discussions in the virtual factory. Hence, alternative

metaphors for navigation can be combined with RDW.

5.1. Gradual translation

Gradual translations can be realized with objects that trans-

port a user in the virtual environment – like escalators. Because

RDW does not (easily) allow climbing virtual stairs, stairs can

simply be replaced with escalators.

5.2. Flying

The most well known navigation metaphors for desktop sys-

tems are mouse, joystick, or keyboard based flying techniques.

Here the user uses manual interaction to move the viewpoint
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through the virtual environment. However, for immersive VR

strong visual acceleration or movement combined with no real

physical acceleration or movement is a cause of simulator sick-

ness. In order to reduce the effect of simulator sickness the user

should be equipped at least with a moving frame of reference.

E.g. in order to fly through a scene a user should be forced to

use a “flying carpet” or a virtual car. During the movement the

user can then still move naturally on the carpet and look around

while maneuvering the carpet with a joystick for instance.

5.3. Teleporting

Very useful metaphors for quickly moving from one discrete

location to another are teleporting methods. E.g. a “beaming”

metaphors fades the virtual scene to black, places the user at

a new location in the virtual factory and fades back to the vir-

tual scene. Instead of beaming portals can be used. When a

user manually selects his destination in portal mode, a portal

appears. As soon as he walks through the portal he is teleported

to the new location. Teleporting has the advantage that there

is now risk of causing simulator sickness. Teleporting can be

combined with redirection by placing the portal dynamically at

a clever location, see e.g. [30].

6. Factory planning and interaction

Immersive VR for factory or production planning is useful

when it comes to demonstrating, evaluating, and checking de-

signs or for training purposes. The design itself is done with

CAD software and not within the virtual environment. How-

ever, as real walking in virtual factories brings the people into

the design, it becomes part of the design process. In that pro-

cess an important feature is the capability to annotate areas of

interest and mark errors while walking through a virtual fac-

tory. As the current system does not track a user’s hands, a

gamepad/joystick like device is used for interaction, see Fig.

2(b). An example scene of a virtual factory is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Screen-shot of an example scene from a virtual factory showing a shop

floor with manufacturing machines. Tubes and cable channels are also visible.

In the current system, a user can annotate an area of interest

or a feature by taking a “screen-shot” of his field of view. This

tool allows recording the user’s position, orientation, an audio

message, a description tag, and his full field of view. An ex-

tension to this method allows the user to place a virtual photo

frame to more accurately “photograph” a critical area for later

discussion or revisiting, see Fig. 6 for more details. Since the

coordinates are stored other users can easily be “sent” to the

same location at a later time.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Screen-shot of a the user’s view on a problematic area in the virtual

factory. (a) The user can store his current view (full field of view) like a screen-

shot and/or his current location and orientation. (b) The user manually selects

picture mode to place a 3D photo frame in his current field of view. He can

then move freely (frame stays put) to zoom before recording the final screen-

shot including his current location and orientation.

In summary, the proposed system has the following charac-

teristics:

• Combination of production planning and MTM, which re-

sults in a reuse of existing data.

• Optimization of a manufacturing layout under various as-

pects such as geometry, or workers’ movements (MTM),

while always working on the same data set.

• Enhancement of the existing MTM by new capabilities

such as walking.

• Perception of distances and sizes by the integration of hu-

man locomotion as interaction modality with the virtual

environment.

• Automatic capturing of a worker’s walking trajectories to-

gether with the corresponding temporal information.

• Reuse of data from MTM and production planning for

other tasks such training and education.

7. Conclusion and future work

This paper showed an immersive VR system that allows real

walking in virtual environments. The system consists of the

mentioned hardware together with the visualization software,

redirection algorithms and the controller for selecting suitable

redirection techniques depending on the current position of the

user in the real and virtual environment. With this system de-

signers, planning experts, and work-forces can walk naturally

and freely within a virtual factory before anything is built. By

using RDW, users are able to walk freely through virtual facto-

ries even if they are physically located in a much smaller room.

A guideline for how to tailor RDW to different factory planning

situations was shown. Furthermore, other navigation methods

were presented that allow users to travel over large distances in

the virtual factory when walking does not make sense. Finally,

a few methods were shown how users can record or annotate

features in the virtual factory for later discussion or later visits.

Future work will also focus on a comparison between the

traditional and the VR-enhanced MTM regarding the overall

performance time and the accuracy of the results.

At its current stage, the VR system does not allow showing a

virtual representation of the user’s body in the virtual environ-

ment. Especially the user’s arms and hands are missing. In fu-

ture, manual or bimanual interaction metaphors would greatly

improve the possibilities to interact with the virtual environ-
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ment in an intuitive and natural way. For instance, this would

make it very easy to place or align a photo frame in the vir-

tual factory for recording a snapshot. Or for navigating, a user

could drive a virtual car through the virtual factory and steer

with a virtual steering wheel.

Another relevant extension is multiuser support. I.e. multi-

ple users could visit the same virtual factory and walk through

it together. This requires an avatar based representation of each

user so that they can see each other. Most interestingly how-

ever, both (or more) users could be using the same tracking

space/real room at the same time. RDW controllers can not

only make sure that users do not collide with real room walls

but also make sure that two walking users do not collide with

each other. Because in this setup two users might be physically

close to each other but virtually far apart and vice versa.

Finally, a recently built addition to the VR system allows a

local audience to see what the VR user is seeing on the HMD.

This works by filtering the tracking data accordingly and ren-

dering a smoothed second view of the virtual environment for

being displayed on a large screen.
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